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W H A T
I N S P I R E D
Y O U ? " T H E  A R C H I T E C T

O F  D E T A I L "

In these difficult moments,

various factors inspired me to

develop this creative project.

To begin with, the COVID-19

negatively impacted many

industries, specifically the

fashion industry and the

fashion norms. It became

difficult to imagine a bride

without a mask and gloves at

her wedding. To further

elaborate, all the standards

placed are currently

fragmented, and everyone is

seeking for newness.  Fashion

is now "under construction,"

as the world is shifting in a

whole new manner. Designers

can take advantage of this

time to reinvent themselves,

neglecting the rules, but

delving into their imagination.

Also, the “environment” is factor that inspired me in this campaign.  

The pandemic allowed us to re-evaluate our life styles, raise

awareness about the humans negative impact on nature, and

emphasize on its importance as the primordial role. Therefore, this

sparked the idea of sustainability, that allows fashion production to

become eco-friendly. This initiative can be applied in

luxurious/high end fashion. For instance, many designers are

currently promoting sustainability, and the impact of clothes

wastes.In these difficult moments, various factors inspired me to

develop this creative project. To begin with, the COVID-19

negatively impacted many industries, specifically the fashion

industry and the fashion norms. It became difficult to imagine a

bride without a mask and gloves at her wedding. To further

elaborate, all the standards placed are currently fragmented, and

everyone is seeking for newness.  Fashion is now "under

construction," as the world is shifting in a whole new manner.

Designers can take advantage of this time to reinvent themselves,

neglecting the rules, but delving into their imagination.
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Throughout these years , we saw a spike in technology that

dominates our everyday life. Usually all of us, millenials, when

exposed to such a project we automatically base our project on

technology.

Technology replaced all the hand made tasks, the joy of creating

with your own hands, and feeling every single sensation from

spikes to tenderness. I took advantage from this quarantine and

decided to be more productive. Thats why I decided to base my

creative project on a cardboard where I glued the pictures that I

chose in a creative way.Being able to work on my project

concretely helped me improve it and be more implicated in my

work since I was capable of manipulating the objects to get the

final  result. It is sad how people rely heavily on technology in their

everyday life; to an extent that it controls us and captivates us, that

we forgot how to enjoy the beauty in the simple things. This

pandemic led to a significant drop in pollution. Due to quarantine,

many industries were forced to close and people locked inside

their homes, reducing the level of traffic. This caused a decrease in

a air pollution and carbon emission. The lack of human activity led

to the environment to heal itself, showing that we are infecting our

nature. This lead me to think that maybe post-corona virus, we can

take initiative to keep the level of carbon low.



H O W  W O U L D  Y O U
D E S C R I B E  T H E
C O N C E P T ?

 

 

 

If I had to describe my concept in two words I would use different and normal. It may

seem a bit contradictory; however, it integrates a mixture of different idea that still fall

in the norm. This project is not considered to be appropriate for the time we are living

in where technology dominates.  This project can be characterized as “ outdated" in the

fashion industry where people tend to focus on the latest trends, newness and

creativity.

 

 

Tony Ward is known for his couture dresses; especially his bridal collection. I used the

marriage recipe, “something old, something new, and something blue”, to delineate my

creative project. For “something new”, all the picture used are the latest fashion trends.

for “something old”, I used my hands rather than technology to complete the creative

project. The lack of technology signifies the old days, which in fact symbolizes

something old And finally for something blue, I integrated blue face masks, which

represent the precaution people are taking to stay safe during the pandemic.




